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Before you dive into any action towards your business

transformation it would be smart to have the

appropriate perspective and unbiased attitude. 

 

It is extremely important to stay neutral and fair

during the whole process. I know it might be difficult,

as your company is “your baby”, your sweat and

tears, it is in the end your website and your clients.

You are emotionally involved into every single

element of your business. But it also means that you

might be missing the big picture from time to time, as

you are concentrated on the tiny teeny daily details.

So the more careful, unbiased and objective

approach you will apply right now, especially at the

first stages of the process, the more precise and

realistic picture you will get at the end of it.

 

I wish you a great time with this process,

Maggie,

GET READY 
FOR REALITY CHECK
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Close your eyes, take a deeeeeep breath (or two if

you need it) and try to recall all your plans and

dreams from the moment you were setting up your

business first. What was motivating you back then?

What did you crave most? What did you want to

achieve as the end result?

 

Put it all on a piece of paper. From all the things

listed, select three things that were strong back then

and resonate in you stil l now. Write them down and

keep them around. These three will become your  

TOP 3 GOALS.

 

Keep them visible frequently. You can put them on a

post-it and stick it on the bathroom mirror or put it

on your fridge, but make sure they are at your sight

at least 2 times a day.

STEP 1
 
REFLECT ON 
YOUR INITIAL GOALS 
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You don’t have to be a marketing pro to prepare a

stable, well-grounded in your market, an overview of

your competitors. I will show you a quick and

efficient way so that you do not have to spend

millennium on preparation and analysis.

 

First, identify your competitors. When doing so, it is

essential to get the customer's perspective - who or

what could satisfy your customer needs? Creating

two groups – direct and indirect competitors is

crucial. Direct ones are the competitors active in the

same category. So let’s just say you are an image

coach. Other image coaches from the same

geographic area will be your direct competitors. The

indirect rivals will be the ones who offer alternative

product or services through different categories. In

the case of an image consultant, it could be a variety

of services related to beauty and makeup, those

offering styling and image enhancement.

STEP 2
 
GET PERSPECTIVE 
OF YOUR COMPETITORS 
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So, in this case, the indirect competition will be created

by stylists, personal shoppers but also by hairdressers,

makeup professionals, beauticians, etc. Sure they will

not offer the same thing as you do. But in the eyes of

your potential customer, who is looking for solutions,

they might provide some relevant answers. Prepare a list

of 3 key direct competitors and 3 indirect ones. These six

will become your RIVALS LIST. You will need it later in

the process.
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As we run a business sometimes we lose the original

perspective of our clients, we tend to forget what

really matters to them, what is the true nature of the

problems they try to solve with our products or

services. One of the fastest and most effective ways

of getting back on track is observe and listen to the

clients. This process has two parts – part one is an

interview and part two is an observation.

 

For the first part, you need to interview 3 clients of

your own business, 3 clients of your direct

competition and 3 people who are not using the

service at all and. To make this process efficient and

the results comparable as well and highly usable for

you later, your interview needs to be structured. Keep

the interview topics and questions the same for all

participants. Make sure your conversation is short, as

people will get tired and lose focus after 5-7

minutes. So do not overload them with questions.

STEP 3
 
UNDERSTAND 
YOUR CLIENTS' VALUES 
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For part two you take your RIVALS LIST and observe their

social media activity together with type and content of

the comments under the posts. You might see some more

extended conversations, opinions, exchange of thoughts

that will show you what matters most for the clients and

how engaged they are in your competitive content.  At

this point, it would make sense to review your own social

media channels with the same exact approach. 

 

You should finish this part with a list of 3-5 key things

clients value most. Obviously one of them will be price,

but the other will tell you an exciting story. These 3-5 key

things will become your CLIENT VALUES. See if you can

prioritize them from the most to the least important one.
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The final product of this analysis will be CLIENT

VALUES MAPPING. There are several ways you can

reach such mapping. For solo entrepreneurs, I

recommend taking the fastest and the least

complicated way. By some people, it may be seen as

“quick and dirty” resulting in not a super precise and

numeric presentation, but  I have witnessed excellent

results coming from this concept. You do not always

have to take a scientific approach to be right.

 

You will be preparing a simple table with 8 columns

and 5 rows. It does not matter if the table will be

done with pen and paper or with excel spreadsheet,

as long as you have rows and columns ready to be

filled in. In the columns, you will put all your

competitors. Just take them from your RIVAL LIST -

three direct and three indirect ones.

STEP 4
 
DESIGN 
CLIENTS VALUES MAPPING 
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In the last column, you should put your own business. In

the rows, you will put all Client Values that you have

identified executing interviews and observing social

media channels during Step 3, remember? You already

have 3-5 of those.

 

Now take each client value and evaluate it for each of

the competitors, as well as for your own company. Use

your individual judgment, keeping the calm, objective

approach and give a relevant mark. You can use stars (1-

5), percentages (1-100%), colors (green, yellow, red) or

you can even simply draw a line (the longer it is, the

stronger performance representation). It really depends

on what works for you. Before you summarize it would be

smart to set up all values from the most to the least

important if you did not do it before. The last thing will

be summing up the results per each competitor and for

your own company. There! You have it, Clients Value

Mapping – something to reflect on.
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At this moment you need to look at the Clients Value

Mapping critically and objectively.  Observe which

competitors respond really well to the priority needs

of the clients. Notice who is far behind in the game.

You should be able to identify areas which are

essential and not fulfil led by anyone or answered by

some, but not entirely.

 

This is a significant moment shaping the strategic

direction you choose for the next 6-18 months, maybe

even following years.  Should you decide to respond

to ALL of the listed Client Values, which I recommend

strongly, you need to determine your Roadmap To

The Total Success and transformation of your

business into Results Getting Machine.

 

STEP 5
 
FORMULATE 
QUICK WINS STRATEGY
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Which steps and activities will have to be executed first?

Well, this is a typical priority game. The actions with top

business impact and strong introduction probability

would guarantee you the highest success rate. They

should land high on your priority list.  Ideally, you should

concentrate on them first and keep bringing into your

company one-by-one.  

 

To avoid a feeling of being overwhelmed with many tasks

and their complexity,   I recommend step-by-step

execution so you could leverage the positive energy and

move forward even if you feel down.

 

It is critical to become resilient and keep going making

even small steps, but making them constantly and every

day. This philosophy will help you enjoy positive changes

in your business relatively quickly.
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At Maggie’s Hub, I’m committed to teach you the critical
elements of successful online business in a simple way. With 3 to 5
method I will show you the shortcuts and smart solutions. So that
you can act like a PRO and you do not need to graduate a digital
MBA or spend hours daily to push things around. In the end, we all
have business to run and our families to cherish. 
 
I have set up Results Getting Machine - a private Facebook
community of like-minded women entrepreneurs, keeping high
standards of discussion with kindness and integrity among its
members to give support and share the experience. See you there!
 
I hope we will grow into an active community!
 
Cannot wait to see you there!
 
 
XO, 
Maggie
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hey!
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